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Children's printed handkerchiefs possess a rich 2 hundred year background going all the way
back again to America's beginnings. The initial reflected Puritan influences, tending to be
instructional, spiritual, and moralistic in character. Along with delighting generations of children
with their colorful styles, these highly collectible items also have served a sociable and
educational part. By the first twentieth hundred years, storybook and comic strip character types
began to appear, soon joined by such popular figures of mass tradition as Mickey Mouse,
Raggedy Ann, Davy Crockett, and Howdy Doody. As commercial growth and prosperity changed,
the very nature of childhood, sports activities and games, nursery rhymes, and fairy tales
became more common subject matter.
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Author is amazing with details and the photos in color are fantastic! Extremely thorough, and it
still isn't quite enough even at 160 pages! We was impressed by the grouping of the info and the
effectiveness of the pictures included. But I have no idea how anybody book can do this. I keep
going back and learning something else knew. Just wish there was even more about the Disney
types or I may discover the solution as I continue to go back. I loved it and recommend it to
anyone interested in collecting hankies! The shocking world of handkerchiefs When I started an
illustrated handkerchief business in 2008, I needed to research the history of kerchiefs.S. This
publication presents beautiful photos of vintage handkerchiefs, from extremely spiritual to
horrendously racist, that through their illustrations capture the history of the handkerchief in the
U. Coveted this book designed for an extended while on my want list and made a decision to buy
for myself. Coveted this book meant for a long while on my want ... and abroad. Photos worthy
of the price alone. The pictures are awesome and the descriptions are simply perfect. The only
little complaint can be that I desire the price guide would have been with each hanky. It is
extremely comprehensive and the interesting and progressive history of children's hankies could
keep you captivated to the last page. A Must for the Serious Children's Hanky Collector! What a
great reserve for the serious hanky collector! There exists a Content material and Index page,
unfortunately lacking in a lot of collectors books. Great! Well well worth the price.
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